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Overview of the talk

1. What is field data?

2. What is uncertainty?
(and what is ambiguity?)

3. Where does uncertainty come from?
sampling – modelling – error propagation

4. Probability and dimensionality

5. Visualisation approaches
static – dynamic – web

6. Encoding ST probability distributions
UncertML – NetCDF-U – FieldGML – R



What is field data?



Fields are functions of space or space and time

z = f (s, t)

with

I s the location vector (e.g. long, lat in WGS84)

I t the time (e.g., seconds since 01-01-1970, 00:00 UTC)

I z , or f (s, t) is the (observed or modelled) variable

In this case: f (s), time is not “visible”

I s locations on some grid (e.g. long, lat in WGS84)

I t time (caption): 2000-2009, aggregated out by computing
trend

I z(s, t) the annual average aerosol optical depth trend,
computed over this time period
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Functions, a reminder

We can write z = f (s, t) or alternatively, s × t → z , or, by
currying, s → t → z , with:

I s, t the domain of the function

I z the value of the function for a particular (s, t) pair

I for each pair (tuple) (s ′, t ′) we have one and only one value z

I the reverse is not true, but function inversion results in sets
(sets of regions × periods)

I if for z(s), s is two-dimensional and regularly discretized, we
have raster data



What is uncertainty?

Uncertainty arises when we are not certain about something. E.g.,
we are uncertain whether the statement

it will rain1 tomorrow in this city

is true. We can express our uncertainty in terms of probabilities.

Probabilities

I range between 0 and 1, inclusive

I sum to 1, over all possible outcomes (e.g., “yes”, “no”)

I may be subjective, personal

I are often based on experiences (relative frequencies)

I are a way to make money for gamblers, traders, and insurance
companies

1minimal 1.0 mm rainfall over at least 75% of the administrative boundaries
of the city
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IPCC, AR5, Tech. Summary: Treatment of Uncertainty



... then what is ambiguity?)

Ambiguity refers to different opinions, not uncertainty. E.g.,

is the color of my eyes green?

Possible answers: yes, no, somewhat, mwah, kind-a-blueish-green.
The issue under discussion is one that has no crisp boundaries,
unlike rain as it was defined on the previous slide. To deal with the
variety in answers, we can come up with class membership, the
degree to which you believe a statement is true, or fuzzy numbers.

Why are fuzzy numbers not useful for representing uncertainty?

1. proper theory is lacking (they do not add up to 1)

2. they cannot deal with conditional probabilities, and hence
dependence
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Where does uncertainty come from?

sampling observation is incomplete, the function z(s, t) is only
observed at particular locations and times (gaps in
time series, sparse soil samples, satellites always
circling around); estimating aggregated values (e.g.
global means) or interpolated values is due to
sampling error.

modelling observing the wrong variable: we observe color, but
want land use; we observe altitude, but want
temperature; we observe GPS points, but want speed
and direction. Models are (i) wrong, as they simplify,
and (ii) usually have parameters that need to be
estimated. (essentially, this is sampling error too)

error propagation we do forward modelling, say a rainfall-runoff
model is formulated as r = f (z1, z2, z3, p1, p2) and
z1, z2 and p2 are subject to uncertainty.
Solution: propagate errors (e.g., by Monte Carlo
simulation).



Probability and dimensionality (COMPSTAT 2000)



Probability and dimensionality (COMPSTAT 2000)

The COMPSTAT 2000 paper argued that for fields, when z is not
“known” but treated as a random variable Z , every scalar z(s, t)
needs to be replaced by a probability distribution function

F (z)(s, t) = Pr(Z < z)(s, t)

which adds one dimension. But note:

I this only captures the marginal distribution, and not the joint
probability

F (z1, ..., zn)(s, t) = Pr(Z1 < z1, ...,Zn < zn)(s, t)

I for the latter, n grid nodes would need an n-dimensional
distribution function...
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Visualisation approaches



20 years ago...
semi-natural vegetation, sand
grassland, sand
arable land, sand
dunes
semi-natural veg., fluvial clay
grassland, fluvial clay
arable land, fluvial clay
semi-natural veg., peat
grassland, peat
arable land, peat
semi-natural veg., marine clay
grassland, marine clay
arable land, marine clay
built-up area



Groundwater wells (10-25 m; yearly)



Maps with 95% confidence intervals

Usually, decision (smaller/larger) is done on the basis of (e.g.
95%) confidence interval:

I c.i. above threshold: larger

I c.i. below threshold: smaller

I else: undecided (“not distinguishable”)

Location

C
on

ce
nt

ra
to

in

lower

higher

not distinguishable



K, groundwater, 5-17 m depth

concentration: g/m3

upper boundary of confidence interval

lower boundary of confidence interval

   0 -    5
   5 -   10
  10 -   20
  20 -   40
  >   40



K, groundwater, 5-17 m depth
level: 5 g/m3

lower
not distinguishable
higher

level: 10 g/m3

lower
not distinguishable
higher

level: 20 g/m3

lower
not distinguishable
higher

level: 40 g/m3

lower
not distinguishable
higher



Aguila IJGIS publication, 2005



Probability distribution curves



Probability distribution curves
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Probability distribution curves



AGILE 2012 paper









UncertWeb 2010-2013: vis client

As aguila was written in C++, using Qt, it looked odd to use it as
end point of a web-based model chain. So, we rewrote from
scratch, in javascript:

1. starting from openlayers, adding multi-panel support

2. added reading resources from the web

3. supported the UncertWeb profiles (vector: O&M-U, raster:
NetCDF-U)

4. -U implies UncertML: also parametric distributions,
exceedance probabilities are understood

5. rendering of raster data uses a server component, vis-server
(light-weight WMS)

http://giv-uw.uni-muenster.de/vis/v2/

http://giv-uw.uni-muenster.de/vis/v2/


GeoViQua 2010-2013

GeoViQua/52North continued development of the vis client:

1. “branded” it to GreenLand (google: greenland 52North)

2. development taken over by 52North (a spin-off of ifgi)

3. added GeoViQua requirements: support for ncWMS, WMS-Q
etc

4. extended 2 linked windows to n linked windows

5. added use of glyphs (Jon Blower’s presentations)

6. added persistent links

7. added a web site with VERY NICE examples which you can
click on to run

https:

//wiki.52north.org/bin/view/Geostatistics/Greenland

https://wiki.52north.org/bin/view/Geostatistics/Greenland
https://wiki.52north.org/bin/view/Geostatistics/Greenland


Encoding ST probability distributions

I UncertML.org: UncertML is a conceptual model and XML
encoding designed for encapsulating probabilistic uncertainties

I NetCDF uncertainty conventions (NetCDF-U)

I FieldGML: implicit encoding (communicate data + prediction
function)

I

I (still) lacks explicit encodings for ST probability distributions
I transparent: communicates what we do, in a reproducible way
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Challenges

I open source, but how to continue development?

I optimize caching, deal with big data

I visualize uncertainty in categorical spatio-temporal fields

I integrate in some useful way with R


